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ABSTRACT
The thread reply structure on patient forums is important for users
and automated techniques to understand the discussion content and
search information effectively. However, most online patient fo-
rums only have partially labeled structures. In patient forums, the
discussions by patients and caregivers contain abundance of per-
son references, which provide strong indication of the thread reply
structure. In this paper, we propose using person reference resolu-
tion, combined with a statistical machine learning model, to learn
the unknown thread structure on patient forums. Our preliminary
performance evaluation has verified the effectiveness of the pro-
posed approaches.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3 [INFORMATION STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL ]: Infor-
mation Search and Retrieval

Keywords
Thread Reply Structure; Healthcare Informatics; Patient Forums;
Person Resolution; Machine Learning.

1. INTRODUCTION
Online patient forums provide a convenient channel for patients,

caregivers, and medical staff to share personal experience and sup-
port each other. A recent report shows 80% of internet users gath-
er health information online [1], such as the Patientslikeme 1 and
WebMD 2 forums. A patient forum is typically contributed by pa-
tients and their caregivers. It contains valuable information about
various medical situations experienced by different patients as well
as suggestions and feedbacks from others based on their experi-
ence. The fast growing content in such forums is becoming big
data. A pressing challenge is to understand the semantics and to
obtain knowledge from the forum data.

1http://www.patientslikeme.com
2http://exchanges.webmd.com
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My son has frontal lobe as 

well as temporal lobe 

seizures. …

I do hope that your son 

does well on Keppra and…

GM

...Our youngest son, now 

age 7 had a series of 

seizures at 18 months.....

Thank you for your 

reply. I am sorry to 

hear the long road 

you have had with 

your son,...

@GM-I just read this 

thread now- I see you 

posted about your son 

having seizures in his 

sleep and you could tell 

...

Wanted to start off by 

giving you some hugs. My 

son has been dealing with 

epilepsy since he was...

Hi, I just wanted to share 

my story a little. My son 

started out having…

...

I wish u luck it is an 

extremely bumpy road.

Thank You sooooo much 

for the hugs and also 

knowing that we are not 

alone….I would love to 

keep in touch and read 

about how your son and 

chat....

It's good to hear that 

your son has been 

doing well on Keppra-

as is ours,...
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Figure 1: A simplified thread sampled from a patient forum.
The thread reply structure is important for human to understand

the discussion content and for automatic methods to perform infor-
mation extraction for effective search [8]. A typical forum thread
consists of a sequence of posts, ordered according to the time when
the post is submitted. The thread structure is often modeled as
a tree, where each post is a node and has one parent to which it
replies, except the first post, the root of the tree [10]. An example
of a forum thread in tree representation is shown in Fig. 1, which
is extracted from one thread in the epilepsy foundation forum 3.

The thread reply structure is especially important for understand-
ing patient forums. In a patient forum, users typically describe
problems, such as a symptom or a disease, or make comments in a
subjective way, using personal experience as the context. A clear
thread structure can help readers to easily understand who the de-
scribed symptoms are related to and who is the receiver of the treat-
ment suggestion. In [8], the thread reply structure has been used
for patient-centered information extraction for effective search on
healthcare forums.

However, most patient forums do not have the complete thread
structure available, which means the parents of some posts are un-
known. The goal of this work is to learn the complete thread reply
structure. This is challenging due to the large search space as the
number of candidate thread trees increases exponentially with the
number of posts in a thread.

In this work, we have made two observations, namely, the char-
acteristics of patient forums, and the prevalence of partially labeled
thread structures, and then proposed our approaches for learning
the complete thread reply structure.

3http://epilepsyfoundation.ning.com/forum
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First, we observe that patient forums usually focus on the dis-
cussion of patients, and the interactions between patients and care-
givers. In a patient forum, the person reference relationships are
critical to understand the context, like which patient has the dis-
cussed symptoms and who has given a treatment suggestion to
whom. The person reference relationship can also help learn the
thread reply structure. For example, when one post replies to an-
other, it tends to mention the person described in the parent post.
Conversely, if one post mentions a person that is described in a pre-
ceding post, then this post is likely to be a child or descendant of
that preceding post. According to this observation, if we can find
out the person reference relationships in a person resolution pro-
cess, that can provide helpful information for learning the thread
reply structure.

Second, we observe that most patient forums, such as WebMD
and the epilepsy forum, have abundance of partially labeled reply
structures, which can be leveraged for learning a complete thread
structure. There are always some post authors who have a good
habit of keeping an explicit reply structure. An example of such a
partially labeled thread structure is shown in Fig. 1, where the solid
arrow indicates the known reply relationship while the dotted ar-
row indicates the unknown reply relationship. We can leverage the
known reply relationships to infer the unknown reply relationships.

In this paper, we first propose using person reference resolution
to learn the unknown thread structure on patient forums. Then we
combine it with a statistic machine learning model for learning the
complete thread structure with the partially labeled data. Our pre-
liminary performance evaluation has verified the effectiveness of
the proposed approaches.

Related Work: There is some existing work for thread structure
learning on other types of forums, such as technical forums [7,10].
The approach proposed in [10] is a supervised learning model,
which requires training data that have a complete thread structure.
On the other hand, the approach with unsupervised learning [7]
does not leverage the partially labeled data. Besides, none of them
focus on patient forums and use the abundant person reference re-
lationships for thread structure learning.

2. PERSON RESOLUTION FOR THREAD
STRUCTURE LEARNING

Person resolution (PR) is the process of identifying the same per-
son mentioned in different contexts. In this section, we focus on
how to apply person resolution for thread structure learning.

We use the inter-post and intra-thread person resolution for thread
structure learning, since the thread reply structure also focuses on
the relationships between posts within a thread. In other words, we
only check if a pair of person mentions from two different posts
in the same thread refer to the same person. Person resolution be-
longs to co-reference resolution. So the more general co-reference
resolution can be used for person resolution. However, the current
co-reference resolution systems, such as Stanford’s multi-pass un-
supervised deterministic co-reference resolution system [6], main-
ly focus on the co-reference resolution within a document, like a
post. Instead, we focus on the person resolution between posts, and
have defined the PR features specific to our patient forums. Similar
to [6], our PR features belong to several types and each feature type
has a different priority. We arrange them in the order of descending
priority as follows.

PR Feature Type 1: Matching between the address in the current
post content and the signature in the content of a candidate parent
post. Usually, the address appears at the beginning of a post or
follows some tokens like “hi”, “hello”, and etc., while the signature

appears at the end of a post following some tokens like “thanks”,
“regards”, and etc. We extract these features based on Name Entity
Recognition (NER) [2] and some common patterns expressed by
regular expressions.

PR Feature Type 2: Matching between the same role related to the
same person. For example, “your daughter” in the current post can
match “my/our daughter” in a candidate parent post. Here the role,
“daughter”, is identified using the family group semantic type by
MetaMap tool in the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS)
[3], while the Part-of-Speech (POS) and syntactic analysis modules
in [2] are used to identify these matched phrases.

PR Feature Type 3: Matching between the second person pronoun
like “you” in the current post and the first person pronoun, like “I”
or “we”, in a candidate parent post that tend to refer to the same
person. Semantic role labeling (SRL) [4] and WordNet [5] are used
for checking if they tend to refer to the same person, e.g., checking
if their associated verbs are synonyms.

PR Feature Type 4: Matching between the third person pronoun
in the current post and the person name or role in a candidate parent
post that are consistent in gender. For example, “she” in the current
post can match “Mary" in a candidate parent post.

We use these PR features to learn the unknown reply structure.
Currently we have only defined the pairwise PR features with each
feature involving a pair of posts. We can thus select those candi-
date parents for each post independently. Basically, we select out
those candidate parents matched with the features of higher prior-
ity. When there are multiple candidates left at the end, we use the
following two rules to break the tie. First, if one and only one can-
didate parent post in the candidate set is from the thread initiator,
and the author of the current post is not from the initiator, then this
parent post from the thread initiator will be output as the labeled
parent. Here the thread initiator is the author of the first post in this
thread. This rule is based on the assumption that people, except
for the thread initiator, tend to reply to the person who initiates the
thread. Second, if two candidates are both from the thread initia-
tor or neither of them is from the thread initiator, then the closest
candidate parent will be more preferred. This rule is based on the
assumption that people tend to reply to the latest post given that all
the other factors are the same.

3. LEARNING THREAD STRUCTURE WITH
PR AND THREADCRF

Thread conditional random field (threadCRF), proposed in [10],
has been shown to be very effective for thread structure learning.
However, since threadCRF is a supervised learning model, it re-
quires a completely labeled data set for model training before it
can be applied for thread structure learning. In this section, we pro-
pose to use person resolution for generating a fully labeled training
set given the partially labeled data. The generated data set can be
considered as an approximation of the ground truth and used to
bootstrap the supervised threadCRF model training. Then we use
the trained model for re-labeling the unknown structures with the
known structures as constraints.

We first materialize multiple possible thread reply structures giv-
en one partially labeled thread structure. The materialization pro-
cedure is similar to that in [9], except that we only materialize the
most likely reply structures. We use the person resolution technique
discussed in Section 2 to evaluate the likelihood of all possible
candidate parents and only materialize the most likely candidates.
In this way, we expect the materialized thread reply structures are
more similar to the ground-truth reply structures, thus obtaining a
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Table 1: Thread structure learning performance
FIRST LAST SIM PR PR + ThreadCRF

Accuracy 0.444 0.429 0.361 0.583 0.635

more accurate training data set, which in turn can help learn a more
accurate threadCRF model.

When there is no clear person resolution indication for some
posts, we use some other heuristics to reduce the number of can-
didate parents in order to improve the model accuracy and training
efficiency. In [10], three unsupervised baseline approaches are used
to recover the thread reply structure: reply to the first post, reply to
the last post, and reply to the post with the highest content simi-
larity. These three baseline methods are referred as FIRST, LAST,
and SIM, respectively. We also observe that, in most cases, the real
parent is from these candidates. Therefore, when there are no better
candidates from the person resolution perspective, we will at most
materialize three candidates based on the three baselines.

With the materialized fully labeled data set, we can learn the
threadCRF model parameters. We then use the learned model to
re-label the unknown reply structures with the existing reply struc-
tures as constraints. Note that when training the threadCRF mod-
el, we treat all the materialized instances generated from the same
thread with equal possibilities, and leave the assignment of differ-
ent weights for different training instances as our future work.

4. PRELIMINARY PERFORMANCE EVAL-
UATION

Data Set: We collected 9210 posts in 911 threads published on
“Patient help patient” sub-forum in the epilepsy foundation forum.
Among the 911 threads, we chose 200 threads for the experiments,
which have a significant number of labeled reply relationships. Specif-
ically, for each thread we computed the ratio of the number of
known parent labels to the total number of posts. If a thread has a
ratio above a threshold 0.5, then it is chosen. We observe that some
threads include a large number of posts, with some parts heavily
labeled while the other parts are not. If a thread does not meet the
threshold as a whole, but the first i posts as a set meets the thresh-
old, and adding any number of following posts in sequential order
to that set will fail to meet the threshold, then we take the set of
the first i posts as a thread. Note that these i posts still represent
a thread tree, which is required for the threadCRF model learning
and inference. With this threshold, we have a good size of known
labels, and yet have threads that include many posts.

As discussed earlier, the goal of this work is to learn the com-
plete thread structure with the partially labeled data. To evaluate the
thread structure learning performance, those unknown reply struc-
tures, 468 unknown reply relationships in the experiment set, were
manually labeled.

Results Analysis: We compare five methods: FIRST, LAST, SIM,
PR, and PR + ThreadCRF, and use the accuracy of individual la-
bels as the evaluation metric. As in [10], the accuracy of individual
labels is defined as the proportion of correct labels in the whole set
of predicted labels. Table 1 shows the performance comparison a-
mong the five methods for learning thread reply structures. Among
the first four methods, PR achieves the best performance. When
we combine PR with threadCRF, we can see that the performance
is significantly improved. The performance improvement can be
explained as follows: in addition to the semantic features used in
PR, the original threadCRF has also incorporated some syntactic
and structure features, and they jointly help to learn a more accu-
rate thread reply structure.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we propose to use person resolution combined with

threadCRF for learning a complete thread reply structure. Our pre-
liminary experiment evaluation shows that the proposed approach-
es are very promising.

In the future, our work will focus on the following direction-
s. First, we will improve the current PR system by investigat-
ing more complex features and developing an advanced candidate
thread structure selection algorithm. In particular, we may identify
the person’s social role, such as patient, caregiver, or doctor, and
use that to help person resolution. Second, in addition to the pair-
wise PR features, we will also use features involving multiple pairs
of posts. For example, a post may mention a person introduced in
a candidate grandparent post. The candidate grandparent, parent,
and the post itself thus form a possible reply path. With features in-
volving multiple pairs of posts, a global optimization algorithm is
needed to find the best thread reply structure with all the potential
person reference relationships. At last, with all these PR features,
we will investigate the role and importance of each feature type and
their availability across multiple patient forums.
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